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Abstract

Recently there has been increasing engineering activity in the deployment of Autonomous Underwater Vehicles (AUVs). Different types of AUVs are being used for applications ranging from ocean exploration to coastal tactical surveillance. These AUVs generally follow a predictable trajectory specified by the mission requirements. Inaccuracies in models for deriving position estimates and the drift caused by ocean currents, however, lead to uncertainty when estimating an AUV’s position. In this article, two forms of position uncertainty – internal and external – are studied, which are the position uncertainty associated with a particular AUV as seen by itself and that as seen by others, respectively. Then, a statistical model to estimate the internal uncertainty for a general AUV is proposed. Based on this model, a novel mathematical framework using Unscented Kalman Filtering is developed to estimate the external uncertainty. Finally, the benefits of this framework for several location-sensitive applications are shown via emulations.

1. Introduction

Recently UnderWater Acoustic Sensor Networks (UW-ASNs) [1] have been deployed to carry out collaborative monitoring missions such as oceanographic data collection, disaster prevention, and navigation. To ensure coverage of the vast undersampled 3D aquatic environment, Autonomous Underwater Vehicles (AUVs) endowed with sensing and wireless communication capabilities become essential. These AUVs – which can be divided into two classes, propeller-less/buoyancy-driven (e.g., gliders) and Propeller-Driven Vehicles (PDVs) – rely on local intelligence with minimal onshore operator dependence. Due to propagation limitations of radio frequency and optical waves, i.e., high medium absorption and scattering, respectively, acoustic communication technology is employed to transfer vital information (data and control) multi-hopping between AUVs underwater and, ultimately, to a surface or onshore station where this information is collected and analyzed.

In terrestrial sensor networks, the position of a node can be characterized by a single point because localization error can be made small by using the Global Positioning System (GPS), which, however, does not work underwater. In contrast, underwater inaccuracies in localization models and the drift caused by ocean currents will significantly increase the position uncertainty of AUVs. Hence, using a deterministic point is not sufficient to pinpoint the position of underwater vehicles. Furthermore, in the water, such a deterministic approach may cause problems such as errors in inter-vehicle communications, vehicle collisions, loss of synchronization – all possibly leading to mission failures [2].

To address the problems caused by position uncertainty, we introduce a probability region to characterize stochastically a node’s position. Depending on the view...
of the different nodes, we define two forms of position uncertainty, i.e., *internal uncertainty*, the position uncertainty associated with a particular entity/node (such as an AUV) as seen by itself; and *external uncertainty*, the uncertainty associated with a particular entity/node as seen by others. These two notions introduce a shift in AUV localization – from a deterministic to a probabilistic view – which can be leveraged to improve the performance of solutions for a variety of problems. For example, in UW-ASNs, by using the external-uncertainty notion, error failures in geographical routing protocols can be decreased, and the output power at the transmitting node can be optimized with the constraint to guarantee a certain Signal-to-Noise Ratio (SNR) at the receiver (taking into account not only channel impairments but also position uncertainty). This notion can also be used in *underwater robotics* to minimize the risk of vehicle collisions, in *underwater localization* to increase the position accuracy by selecting a subset of nodes characterized by a low external uncertainty to be used as “anchors” (i.e., reference nodes employed in “trilateration”), and in *task allocation* (i.e., the problem of selecting a subset of AUVs to accomplish a mission, to geocast the mission details to the AUVs within a certain region. Finally, this notion plays a major role in *data processing/visualization* to improve the quality of 3D data reconstruction as the AUV deviation from the original mission path can be estimated and factored in.

To enable these applications, each node needs to estimate the external uncertainty of other nodes. To do this, the nodes need to first estimate their internal uncertainty and then broadcast it to the neighbors. Due to the large network latency (including communication transmission and propagation delay) and information loss, this received uncertainty information is a delayed version of a node’s internal uncertainty and is used as the base for the neighbors to estimate the sender’s uncertainty (i.e., external uncertainty). As a result, these two forms of uncertainty are generally different. To estimate the external uncertainty, we first propose a statistical approach to model the internal uncertainty of AUVs following predictable trajectories. Based on this internal uncertainty, we then propose a solution using the Unscented Kalman Filter (UKF) algorithm to predict the external uncertainty associated with any localization technique and leverage this information for performance improvement. Note that in [3] we introduced and used the notion of external uncertainty, whose region for simplicity was considered to be equal to that characterizing the internal uncertainty (its lower bound). Here we remove that simplifying assumption and rigorously model the external uncertainty by incorporating network latency and packet loss, which brings great benefits to a variety of problems.

The remainder of this article is organized as follows: in Section 2, we present the notions of internal and external uncertainty and discuss the benefits of using these two notions. We then propose our solution for modeling these uncertainties in Sections 3 and 4, followed by a thorough performance evaluation in Section 5; conclusions are finally drawn in Section 6.

### 2. The external uncertainty and its benefits in UW-ASNs

We define here the two types of position uncertainty, discuss the relationship between them, and comment on the benefits of using the external uncertainty in a variety of research areas and problems.

#### 2.1. Internal uncertainty

This represents the position uncertainty associated with a particular entity/node as seen by itself. Many approaches such as those using Kalman Filter (KF) [4,5] have been proposed to estimate this uncertainty assuming that the variables to be estimated have linear relationships among them, and that the noise is additive and Gaussian. While simple and robust, KF is not optimal when the linearity assumption among the variables does not hold. On the other hand, approaches using nonlinear filters such as the extended or unscented KF attempt to minimize the mean squared errors in estimates by jointly considering the navigation location and the sensed states such as underwater terrain features, which is non-trivial, especially in the unstructured underwater environment.

#### 2.2. External uncertainty

This represents the position uncertainty associated with a particular entity/node as seen by others. Let us denote the internal uncertainty, a 3D region associated with any node \( j \in \mathcal{N} \), the set of network nodes, as \( U_{ij} \); and the external uncertainties, 3D regions associated with \( j \) as seen by \( i, k \in \mathcal{N} \), as \( U_{ij} \) and \( U_{kj} \), respectively \((i \neq j \neq k)\). In general, \( U_{ij}, U_{ji}, \) and \( U_{kj} \) are different from each other; also, due to asymmetry, \( U_{ij} \) is in general different from \( U_{ji} \). External uncertainties may be derived from the broadcast/propagated internal-uncertainty estimates (e.g., using one-hop or multi-hop neighbor discovery mechanisms) and, hence, will be affected by the end-to-end (e2e) network latency and information loss. The estimation of the external-uncertainty region \( U_{ij} \) of a generic node \( j \) at node \( i \) (with \( i \neq j \)) involves the participation of both \( i \) and \( j \). Fig. 1(a) illustrates the internal- and external-uncertainty regions and their difference; \( j \)'s uncertainty regions seen by \( j \) itself (\( U_{ij} \), i.e., the internal uncertainty), by \( i \) (i.e., \( U_{ij} \)) and by \( k \) (i.e., \( U_{kj} \)) are all depicted to be different (general case). Note that, as shown in Fig. 1(b), in general, the longer an AUV remains underwater, the larger its external and internal uncertainties. Estimating \( U_{ij} \) involves estimating the change of \( U_{ij} \) with time; hence, in this work we propose a solution to predict \( U_{ij} \) based on the statistical estimation of \( U_{ij} \).

#### 2.3. Benefits to underwater applications

We present here applications and research areas where the proposed notion of external uncertainty can be applied to improve performance.
In UW-ASNs, the external uncertainty can be used to improve the performance of networking solutions. For example, as shown in [3], a solution that considers external uncertainty can be used for Delay-Tolerant Networks (DTNs). As shown in Fig. 2(a), by leveraging the predictability of AUVs' trajectories, delaying packet transmissions in such a way as to wait for the optimal network topology (thus trading e2e delay for throughput and/or energy consumption) can minimize communication energy consumption for delay-tolerant traffic. Also, by optimizing statistically the transmission output power, routing errors/failures can be reduced, which decreases the overall energy/bandwidth utilization.

2.3.2. Underwater robotics

In underwater robotics, a team of AUVs can collaborate to explore a 3D region and take measurements in space and time. To derive the spatio-temporal correlation of the measurements, these AUVs need to keep a geometric formation and steer through the region (Fig. 2(b)). They also need to keep a distance between each other in order to avoid vehicle collisions. In [6], a solution is proposed to minimize the time to form the geometric formation while avoiding collisions. However, that solution assumes the gliders to have correct location information, which is a strong requirement in the underwater environment. The solution can be made more robust against ocean currents and acoustic channel impairments by exploiting the concept of external uncertainty, e.g., a control algorithm can be designed to minimize the probability that two AUVs are within the collision region. This concept can also be used to adapt the sampling strategy based on the variation of the measurements.

2.3.3. Underwater localization

To perform self-localization, AUVs may need to rely on other anchor nodes (e.g., AUVs) whose positions may not be accurate, as in Fig. 2(c). Localization errors, however, may increase if an AUV relies on anchors with large position uncertainty. The external-uncertainty notion can therefore be used to decrease errors and computation complexity, e.g., by selecting the optimal subset of anchors (with small external uncertainty) so to minimize the new internal uncertainty.

2.3.4. Task allocation

Our notion of uncertainty can also be applied in task allocation, whose objective is to choose a subset of vehicles to accomplish reliably a mission with specific requirements while trying to maximize the remaining energy after the mission or to minimize the time to complete the mission itself [7]. By using the external-uncertainty notion, a team of AUVs that are “closer” to the target can be selected, which may lead probabilistically to less time and/or energy to complete the mission.

2.3.5. Data processing and visualization

Once the measurements are received by the onshore station, oceanographers need to visualize and analyze sensor data for a multitude of ocean science studies. The external-uncertainty notion can improve the quality of 3D data
reconstruction because it provides vehicles’ deviation from their mission path.

3. Modeling the internal uncertainty

To obtain the external uncertainty \( U_{ij} \), \( j \) needs to estimate its internal-uncertainty region \( U_{ij} \) first; then, \( U_{ij} \) is broadcast to its neighbors. Upon receiving this information, \( i \) will derive \( U_{ij} \) based on \( U_{ij} \). Therefore, it is necessary to estimate \( U_{ij} \) before \( U_{ij} \) can be derived. For this reason, here we first provide a statistical model for internal-uncertainty estimation; then, we propose a UKF-based solution to predict the external uncertainty.

Our internal-uncertainty model works for any localization algorithm as it relies on a statistical approach to estimate the confidence region using the position estimates of an AUV. We assume that each AUV follows a predictable trajectory, which is reasonable as AUVs generally need to follow the pre-planned path(s) to take measurements. The advance in mechanical, electrical, and computer engineering technologies has made it possible for AUVs to steer autonomously close to (or on) the pre-planned path(s) under disturbance such as ocean currents. Moreover, AUVs are designed to follow some regular movement pattern (e.g., saw-tooth trajectories for glider). Assume without loss of generality that the trajectory of an AUV can be described by a function \( (x, y, z) = f(t, \theta) \), where \( \theta \) is the list of \( p \) parameters that needs to be specified by the AUV's trajectory (note that a point on the ocean surface, e.g., the initial position of the vehicle before going underwater, is taken as the coordinate origin). Also, assume \( f \) is differentiable except at a countable set of discrete points. This assumption generally holds since AUVs rely on forces such as mechanical propulsion and/or buoyancy for acceleration, which results in a differentiable trajectory except at points where abrupt change is made. For example, an underwater glider follows a saw-tooth pattern, whose piecewise trajectory can be described as a line (differentiable) segment \( (a, b, c, X_0, Y_0, Z_0) \). In this case, \( \theta = \{a, b, c, X_0, Y_0, Z_0\} \). Assume AUV \( j \) estimates its own coordinates, \( P_n = (X_n, Y_n, Z_n) \), at sampling times \( t_n \) (\( n = 1 \ldots N \)), and its trajectory segment is of the form \( P(t) = f(t, \theta) \); we need to estimate \( \theta \) so that the trajectory can be determined. Note that \( P_n \) can be estimated using existing localization techniques such as dead reckoning, particle filtering, or long baseline navigation [8]. Consequently, based on the derived trajectory, \( j \)'s internal uncertainty (i.e., confidence region) can be estimated, as detailed below.

From nonlinear regression theory in statistics, we estimate a vehicle’s trajectory using the Gauss–Newton Algorithm [9], which relies on the linear approximation using the Taylor expansion \( f(t, \theta) \approx f(t, \theta^{(0)}) + \dot{f}(t, \theta^{(0)}) \), where \( \dot{f}(t, \theta^{(0)}) = \frac{d}{d\theta} \dot{f}(t, \theta^{(0)}) \) and \( \theta^{(0)} \) is the vector that provides the initial values of these parameters in order to start the algorithm. The objective of our estimation is to find the best \( \theta \) such that \( S(\theta) = \sum_{n=1}^{N} ||P_n - f(t_n, \theta)||^2 \) is minimized. The idea of the Gauss–Newton Algorithm is to find \( \theta \) through iteration, i.e., to update \( \theta^{(0)} \) iteratively until convergence. From nonlinear regression theory, it has been shown that \( \hat{\theta} - \theta^{(0)} = (\dot{Z}^T \dot{Z})^{-1} \dot{Z}^T e^{(0)} \), where \( e^{(0)} = P(t) - f(t, \theta^{(0)}) \). Starting from the initial position, we have the following iterative formula to estimate \( \theta^{(0)} \), i.e., \( \theta^{(0+1)} = \theta^{(0)} + \delta^{(0)} \), where \( \delta^{(0)} = (\dot{Z}^T \dot{Z})^{-1} \dot{Z} e^{(0)} \) and \( e^{(0)} = P(t) - f(t, \theta^{(0)}) \).

From statistical inference theory, we obtain asymptotically \( \theta \sim N(\hat{\theta}, \sigma^2 \mathbf{C}^{-1}) \), where \( N(\cdot) \) is the normal distribution, \( \mathbf{C} = \dot{Z}^T \dot{Z} \), and \( \sigma^2 \) is the variance; this leads to \( s_{\theta}^2 \) convergence. From nonlinear regression theory, it has been shown that \( \hat{\theta} - \theta^{(0)} = (\dot{Z}^T \dot{Z})^{-1} \dot{Z}^T e^{(0)} \), where \( e^{(0)} = P(t) - f(t, \theta^{(0)}) \).

Finally, the internal-uncertainty region is given by the approximate 100(1−\( \alpha \))% confidence interval at \( t_n \) as,

\[
\mathbf{f}(t_n, \hat{\theta}) \pm \epsilon_{n/2} \sigma \left[ 1 + (\dot{Z}^T \dot{Z})^{-1} \right]^{1/2},
\]

where \( \epsilon_{n/2} \) is the 100(1−\( \alpha \))% of the t-distribution with \( N - p \) degrees of freedom and \( Z_n = \frac{\partial f(t, \theta)}{\partial \theta} \) is the Jacobian matrix of \( f(\cdot) \) at \( t_n \).

3.1. Note

Our solution is based on the first-order Taylor expansion. This method is known as Delta Method in statistics. This basic method can be extended to second-order Taylor expansion. However, to use second-order Delta method, it is generally required that the first-order derivative \( \frac{d}{d\theta} f(t, \theta^{(0)}) = 0 \) and the second-order derivative be non-zero [10]. Under such conditions, \( f(t_n, \theta) = f(t, \theta) \) will converge in distribution to \( \chi^2_{\%} \). If the first-order derivative is non-zero, estimating the distribution of the second-order Taylor expansion is more complicated as we need to consider the first and second power of the random variables together. Extending to higher-order Taylor expansion will be far more complicated. In general, adding higher-order expansion achieves more prediction accuracy; however, it also makes the prediction far more complicated and the extra accuracy achieved is often not worth the increased complexity.

4. Modeling the external uncertainty

To present our external-uncertainty model, we start from the estimation of the one-hop external uncertainty; then, we show how this estimate can be used to adjust dynamically the update interval; last, but not least, we extend the one-hop estimate to the case in which a node is multiple hops away. Note that in this work we focus on algorithms to model the external uncertainty. We assume that the vehicles are synchronized in time initially.
through GPS (when on the surface) and time synchronization algorithms are run to maintain a coarse synchronization when underwater, i.e., the nodes synchronize the time with a selected reference node (which may have time drifting).

4.1. One-hop external uncertainty estimation

After receiving j’s trajectory and the internal-uncertainty region parameters, i.e., $\theta_i(t_n, \theta_i)$, and $r_n^i \triangleq [1 + (z_n^i)^2]^{1/2}$, AUV i can update the estimate of j’s external-uncertainty region. Due to packet delays and losses in the network, j’s external-uncertainty regions as seen by single- and multi-hop neighbors are delayed versions of j’s own internal uncertainty. Hence, when using multi-hop neighbor discovery schemes, the internal uncertainty $U_{ij}$ provides a lower bound for all the external uncertainties associated with that node, $U_{ij}, \forall i \in N$. Consequently, we derive $U_{ij}$ based on the received $U_{ij}$.

We use UKF to predict how the internal uncertainty ‘propagates’ (and in general ‘deteriorates’) through the network. This is done in two steps, as detailed below: (1) Region prediction, to predict the current position of an AUV assuming that its previous location is at a point in the internal-uncertainty region; then, the external-uncertainty region is obtained by taking the set containing these predicted positions and (2) Distribution estimation, to calculate the probability density function (pdf) of the current position by integrating the internal-uncertainty pdf over points with the same predicted position.

4.1.1. Region prediction

AUV i first predicts j’s position assuming j is located at a point in $U_{ij}$ and then considers the union of all these predicted points. The movement model of j can be described using the following nonlinear dynamical system (note that the equivalent discrete-time dynamic equation can be derived as in [11] by means of the state-space method using iterations); AUV i estimates the state from step $q = 1$ whenever $U_{ij}$ is received, where q is incremented until a new $U_{ij}$ is received (in which case q is reset to 1). Hence,

$$s_j^q = F_j s_j^{q-1} + o(s_j^{q-1}) + G u_j^{q-1} + B w_j^{q-1} \quad (3)$$

represents the state-transition equation for the system describing the motion of AUV j between steps $q - 1$ and q (spaced $T \mid s$ apart). Here, $s_j^q = [x_j^q, y_j^q, z_j^q, \dot{x}_j^q, \dot{y}_j^q, \dot{z}_j^q, \ddot{x}_j^q, \ddot{y}_j^q, \ddot{z}_j^q]^T$ represents 3D position, velocity, and ocean-current velocity of AUV j at step q. $o(s_j^{q-1})$ is the ocean-current prediction function (which is generally nonlinear),

$$y_j^{q-1} = [u_j^{q-1,x}, u_j^{q-1,y}, u_j^{q-1,z}]^T$$

is the control input for $t \in ([q - 1]T, qT)$ (which is used not to offset the drifting, but to steer the AUV to move along its trajectory), and

$$w_j^{q-1} = [w_j^{q-1,x}, w_j^{q-1,y}, w_j^{q-1,z}, w_{ocj}^{q-1,x}, w_{ocj}^{q-1,y}, w_{ocj}^{q-1,z}]^T$$

represents the discrete random acceleration caused by non-ideal noise in the control input and/or the variation in ocean current speed. Throughout this article, when used as superscript, T indicates matrix transpose; otherwise, it represents the time interval. Note that $o(s_j^{q-1})$ can be predicted using ocean-current models or data from real-time onshore ocean observing systems; also, note that, as AUVs are spaced a few kilometers apart, the currents affecting the AUVs are generally different. Ocean current is affected by many complicated factors (which are global information) including (but not limited to) surface wind, Coriolis effect, temperature and salinity differences, gravitational pull of the Moon and the Sun, depth contours, shoreline configurations and interaction with other currents. It is unrealistic for the resource-limited AUV to get all these global data and run complex models that considers all these factors to predict the current velocity, even though simplified model may probably be used (in this case it will incur more prediction errors). On the other hand, the onshore systems can use powerful super-computers or data centers to finish such estimation and send back the prediction to the AUV through the acoustic communication networks.

In (3), $F_j$, $G$, and $B$ are matrices to adjust the state $s_j^q$ according to the previous state, control input, and random acceleration noise, respectively, and are defined as,

$$F_j = \begin{bmatrix} I_3 & T_j I_3 & T_j I_3 \\ 0 & I_3 & I_3 \end{bmatrix}, \quad G = \begin{bmatrix} 0 \\ 0 \end{bmatrix}, \quad B = \begin{bmatrix} 0 & 0 \\ 0 & I_3 \\ 0 & 0 \end{bmatrix}.$$
of the AUV at step \( q \); here, \( H = [I_2 \quad 0 \quad 0] \) is the matrix that extracts the position, whereas \( \bar{C} = [0 \quad I_3 \quad 0]^T \) adds the noise. The variable \( \psi^q \) denotes the measurement noise in velocity, expressed as 3D samples of discrete-time white Gaussian noise. Hence, \( \psi^q \sim \mathcal{N}(0, R) \), where \( R \geq 0 \) is the covariance matrix of the process. The observed position of the AUV \( P^q_j \) is therefore the actual position of the AUV affected by a measurement noise, which we represent as a Gaussian variable.

The UKF algorithm provides a computationally efficient set of recursive equations to estimate the state of such process, and can be proven to be the optimal filter in the minimum square sense [13]. To implement the UKF algorithm, we need to extend the state vector to the augmented vector

\[
\tilde{s}^q = [(s^q)^T, (w^q)^T, (v^q)^T]^T
\]

and use the corresponding covariance matrix

\[
V^q = E[\tilde{s}^q \tilde{s}^q]^T.
\]

The use of UKF at AUV \( i \) reduces the number of necessary location updates. In fact, the filter is used to estimate the position at the AUV based on measurements, which is a common practice in robotics, and to predict the position of the AUVs thus limiting message exchange (i.e., reducing the need for frequent position updates). The position of \( j \) can be estimated and predicted at \( i \) based on past estimates \( P^q_j \). To update the state vector, \( i \) needs to calculate a so-called \( L \times (2L + 1) \)

\[
\chi_{m}^{q-1} = \sum_{m=0}^{2L} W_{m} \chi_{m}^{q-1}.
\]

Here \( \chi_{m}^{q-1} \) is the \( m \)-th column of the matrix square root of \( (L + \lambda) V^q \), where \( \lambda = \zeta^2 (L + \kappa) - L \) is a scaling factor depending on \( \zeta \) and \( \kappa \) that controls the spread of the sigma points. These sigma vectors are propagated through the nonlinear state estimate, i.e.,

\[
\chi_{m}^{q-1} = \sum_{m=0}^{2L} W_{m} \chi_{m}^{q-1}.
\]

where \( W_{m} = \lambda/(L + \lambda) \), \( \chi_{m}^{q-1} \), \( \chi_{m}^{q-1} = \chi_{m}^{q-1} - \bar{V}^q_j \), and \( \bar{V}^q_j \) is the covariance matrix estimate a priori. Eqs. (5) and (6) describe how \( i \) updates the state of AUV \( j \) before receiving the measurement (a priori). Then, \( i \) projects the covariance matrix estimate. Once received the measurement \( P^q_j \), \( i \) updates the Kalman gain \( K^q_j \), and corrects the state estimate and covariance matrix according to the measurement, i.e.,

\[
V_{j}^{q} = \left( \sum_{m=0}^{2L} W_{m} s_{m}^{q-1} m^T \right) s_{m}^{q-1} - V_{j}^{q-1},
\]

(7)

\[
\tilde{s}^q = \tilde{s}^q - K^q_j [\tilde{s}^q - \bar{V}^q_j],
\]

(8)

\[
K^q_j = V_{j}^{q} (V_{j}^{q} + R)^{-1},
\]

(9)

where (7) updates the Kalman gain, (8) calculates the new state (a posteriori estimate), and (9) updates the covariance matrix. Note that the complexity of the above computations is the same as in the extended KF [12] and that the processing cost at \( i \) is much lower than the communication cost (the output power used by acoustic transmitters underwater is in the order of tens of Watts).

Finally, if we denote the UKF filtering at time \( t_q \) from position \( \mathbf{p} \) at \( t_{q-1} \) as \( h_{UKF}(q_T, \mathbf{p}, t_{q-1}) \), the predicted external-uncertainty region at step \( q \) is \( U^q_j = h_{UKF}(q_T, \mathbf{p}, (q - 1)T) \) received \( (q - 1)T \) \( n \), which, for simplicity, we further simplify in \( U_{t_{q-1}} = h_{UKF}(q_T, U_{t_{q-1}}^q, (q - 1)T) \).

4.1.2. Distribution estimation

Assume \( \mathbf{p} \in U^q_j \) is predicted from point \( \mathbf{p}^* \) at step \( q - 1 \), i.e.,

\[
\mathbf{p} = h_{UKF}(q_T, \mathbf{p}^*, (q - 1)T), \quad \mathbf{p}^* \in U_{t_{q-1}}^q,
\]

the pdf \( g^q_j(\mathbf{p}) \) of the external uncertainty \( U^q_j \) at step \( q \) can be derived from the pdf \( g^q_j(\mathbf{p}) \) of \( U_{t_{q-1}}^q \) as

\[
g^q_j(\mathbf{p}) = \int_{\mathbf{p} - h_{UKF}(q_T, \mathbf{p}^*, (q - 1)T)} g^q_j(\mathbf{p}) d\mathbf{p}.
\]

With the help of UKF and the probability theory, we can derive the external uncertainty and its pdf. Note that the initial pdf \( g^q_j(\mathbf{p}) \) is the t-distribution on \( U^q_j \) (i.e., \( U^q_j \)) received from \( j \). To reduce the complexity, we convert an uncertainty region (internal or external) into its discrete counterparts, i.e., we divide an uncertainty region into a finite number of equal-size small regions. When the number of small regions is sufficiently large, the UKF filtering on each small region can be approximated by the UKF filtering on a point – e.g., the centroid – in this small region. Hence, the predicted external-uncertainty region can be approximated as the region contained in the hull of these predicted points. The pdf functions are also approximated by the probability mass functions on discrete points, which simplifies the pdf estimation after UKF filtering.

4.2. Adjustment of the UKF update interval

So far, we have assumed the update interval \( T \) for the UKF algorithm to be fixed. A small \( T \) determines frequent updates, i.e., the estimation error is corrected in a timely manner; however, frequent external-uncertainty estimations lead to waste of computation resources and energy, causing large network overhead. On the other hand, a large \( T \) would save such resources; yet, it may lead to large
estimation errors (due to slow update and correction) and thus worse overall performance. To capture this tradeoff, we propose an algorithm to maximize \( T \) (i.e., to minimize the update overhead) while keeping the estimation error within an acceptable range: AUV \( j \) selects the optimal value \( T \) such that the prediction errors of all its neighbors (denoted by \( N_j \)) are below a specified threshold \( \epsilon_{\text{max}} \). To do this, \( j \) needs to estimate the prediction errors of its neighbors. Say, \( j \) estimates the prediction error for \( i \). At each step, each AUV \( j \) emulates the prediction procedure performed at \( i \), calculates its actual new position by filtering the new measurement. Then, \( j \) checks to see if the probability of \( i \)'s prediction error being greater than a maximum error \( \epsilon_{\text{max}} \) is within a probability threshold, i.e., if \( \Pr(||P^i_j - HS^j_i|| > \epsilon_{\text{max}}) < \gamma \). To make the formulation clear, we denote \( P^i_j, s^i_j \), and \( v^i_j \) by \( P^0_j, s^0_j \), and \( v^0_j \), respectively. Letting \( \Xi^i_j = P^0_j - HS^j_i \), this condition transforms into the compact expression: \( \Pr(\Xi^i_j > \epsilon_{\text{max}}) < \gamma \). From the measurement equation \( P^i_j = HS^j_i + TCv^j_i \), assuming \( v^j_i \sim N(0, \sigma^2_i I) \), we can see that \( \Xi^i_j = (\Xi^j_i)^/\sqrt{\sigma^2_i} \) has the \( \chi^2 \)-distribution \( \chi^2 \) (note that \( \Xi^j_i \) has 3 elements). From the probability constraint, for each \( i \), the maximal time update interval is therefore \( T = \epsilon_{\text{max}} \sqrt{\sigma^2_i} / \chi_{\gamma,3}^2 \), where \( \chi_{\gamma,3} \) is the \( (1-\gamma)/2 \%) \) of \( \chi^2 \)-distribution; therefore, \( T = \min_{\epsilon_{\text{max}}} \epsilon_{\text{max}} \sqrt{\sigma^2_i} / \chi_{0.05,3}^2 \).

To sum up, the steps to adjust update interval are: first, AUV \( j \) sends out its own internal-uncertainty at the pre-set period; and then it computes \( \Xi^i_j \) in order to calculate \( \epsilon_{\text{ij}} \), which is in turn to get the optimal update interval \( T \). When abrupt change occurs, it resets \( T \) back to the preset value.

### 4.3. External-uncertainty estimation across multiple links

For a multi-hop neighbor AUV \( j \), depending on the selection of the path to \( j \), the estimated uncertainty region may be different. This is because \( j \)'s uncertainty region estimated by intermediate vehicles is generally different for different paths. This depends on factors such as availability of ocean-current information, packet loss, communication delays (which introduces asynchronous updates of the external uncertainty at different nodes). Our objective for the multi-hop estimation is to select the estimate that gives minimum uncertainty. To compare the degree of uncertainty, we use information entropy as the metric, i.e.,

\[
\mathcal{H}_{\epsilon_{ij}} = -\int_{\mathbb{P}^{ij}} g_{ij}(\mathbb{P}) \log(g_{ij}(\mathbb{P})) d\mathbb{P},
\]

(10)

here, the bigger \( \mathcal{H}_{\epsilon_{ij}} \), the more uncertain \( \epsilon_{ij} \). The reason to use this metric instead of simply using the size of the uncertainty region is that the entropy characterizes better the uncertainty. To estimate the \( j \)'s uncertainty region as it propagates along a path \( r_{ij} \), \( i \) estimates the uncertainty region broadcast by \( k = \text{prev}(i, r_{ij}) \), which is \( i \)'s previous hop along \( r_{ij} \). The estimated uncertainty region \( \epsilon_{il_{k}\text{prev}(k,r_{ij})} \) at time \( t_{\text{now}} \) is denoted as,

\[
\mathcal{U}_{ij, \text{prev}(k,r_{ij})} = \mathcal{H}_{\epsilon_{il_{k}\text{prev}(k,r_{ij})}}(t_{\text{now}}, \mathcal{U}_{il_{k}\text{prev}(k,r_{ij})}, t_{il_{k}\text{prev}(k,r_{ij})},)
\]

(11)

where \( \mathcal{U}_{ij, \text{prev}(k,r_{ij})} \) is the most recently received estimate of \( \mathcal{U}_{ij} \) by \( k \) that is sent at time \( t_{il_{k}\text{prev}(k,r_{ij})} \). If we denote the set of all paths from \( i \) to \( j \) as \( \mathcal{P}_{ij} \), then the external-uncertainty region of \( j \) estimated by \( i \) is \( \mathcal{U}_{ij} = \arg\min_{\epsilon_{il_{k}\mathcal{P}_{ij}}} \epsilon_{il_{k}\mathcal{P}_{ij}} \mathcal{H}_{\epsilon_{il_{k}\mathcal{P}_{ij}}} \). Note that this multi-hop estimation will incur low overhead as, from (11), we see that this estimation is performed recursively, i.e., \( i \) can use its neighbor's external-uncertainty estimation for multi-hop node \( j \) to estimate \( \mathcal{U}_{ij} \).

### 5. Performance evaluation

We present here the assumptions and setup that our simulations are based on. In our simulations, the acoustic channel is modeled as in [3]. We assume that an AUV estimates its own position underwater by Dead Reckoning, i.e., using previous position and estimated vehicle velocity (any other localization method can be used too). We assume that an AUV's drift (i.e., the relative displacement from its trajectory) is a 3D Markov process whose drifting in any of the \( x, y, z \) direction is Gaussian and whose magnitude along each direction in any time interval \( \phi \) is \( \sqrt{|\phi|} \), where \( \phi \) is a scaling factor [14]. The simulation parameters are listed in Table 1: the AUVs are initially randomly deployed in the 3D region. We use typical velocities for PDVs varying from 2 to 10 \( \text{Km/h} \) [7]. The PDV velocity is dependent on various nonlinear factors like drag force and motor friction. For gliders, we assume the trajectory segment is described by a linear form, whereas for PDVs by the quadratic form \( (x, y, z) = 0.5c^2 t^2 + \eta t + P_0 \), where \( c, \eta \), and \( P_0 \) denote the acceleration, velocity, and initial position of a PDV, respectively, as in the kinematic model in [15]. A glider initially starts from its position with randomly distributed in the 3D region, then it glides randomly up/down to the bottom at an angle that is uniformly distributed in the pitch angle range given in Table 1; when it reaches the boundary given, it changes its direction and glides to the other direction at another random angle, and so on. For PDVs, we model their typical kinematic trajectory by choosing the trajectory to be piecewise quadratic curves (described as above) in a vertical plane, where for each piece \( |\xi| \) is uniformly distributed at \( [0.1, 0.4] \) \( m/s^2 \) (typical PDV acceleration speed) and \( |\eta| \) being uniformly distributed at \( [0.5, 2.8] \) \( m/s \) (typical PDV speed).

Note that our sampling/update interval is taken to be 30 s, which is also the interval between samples used for estimating the AUV trajectory in Section 3. For each trajectory segment we use the samples collected during this segment. Hence, the time window used to estimate the

### Table 1

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Emulation parameter values.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Parameter</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Initial deployment region</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sampling/update interval</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Transmission power</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Glider horizontal speed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gliding depth range</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pitch angle range</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
AUV location starts from the time when the AUV changes the current trajectory. Further investigation can be done using a fixed number of the last samples to estimate the location and its associated uncertainty, and then derive the optimal value for this number.

5.1. External-uncertainty prediction accuracy

We are interested in comparing the external-uncertainty prediction accuracy of our proposed UKF algorithm with that predicted using a simple KF. We compare the 3D sizes and probability mass functions (pmfs) between those obtained in simulations and those predicted by our model. To obtain statistical relevance in the results, simulations of 100 rounds were performed for predictions of gliders and PDVs, and the average results are plotted in Figs. 3 and 4. Note that by ‘Glider (UKF)’ and ‘Glider (KF)’ we denote the uncertainty for a glider predicted using the UKF and KF, respectively; a similar notation is also used for PDVs. From these figures, we can see that our external-uncertainty model using UKF gives more accurate predictions than that using KF on the region sizes and distribution functions for both types of vehicles. In any of these regions, the vehicle may be randomly located in a range [w, w + 3σ], where where w is the interval size. Note that x0, is calculated by checking if the vehicle lies in [X0 − ψ/2, X0 + ψ/2], where ψ is the interval size. Note that the prediction accuracy for gliders is generally better than that for PDVs: this is because gliders follow saw-tooth trajectories (piecewise line segments), which are easier to predict than the nonlinear trajectories followed by PDVs. This is because parametric uncertainties like ocean current uncertainty make it more difficult to estimate nonlinear function (i.e., trajectory of PDVs) than linear function (i.e., trajectory of gliders) [16]. Also, note that the longer an AUV stays underwater, the less accurate the prediction is: provided an accuracy threshold, our model can be used for AUVs to decide when to surface for position correction (e.g., to get a GPS fix).

5.2. Impact on UW-ASNs

To appreciate the impact of using the external uncertainty on underwater communications and networking, we implemented the external-uncertainty model in QUO VADIS [3], a Quality of Service (QoS)-aware communication optimization framework we developed for UW-ASNs. Using our position-prediction model, QUO VADIS minimizes energy consumption for communication by delaying
packet transmissions in order to wait for a favorable network topology (thus trading e2e delay for energy and/or throughput). QUO VADIS leverages the predictability of AUV trajectories to estimate the best future positions of other AUVs and forwards the packet at the optimal time so to minimize the e2e communication energy. We compare QUO VADIS with well-known DTN solutions, i.e., RAPID [17], MaxProp [18], and Spray and Wait [19], which do not consider the position uncertainty of AUVs. QUO VADIS is proposed to serve two classes of traffic: Class I, i.e., delay-tolerant, loss-tolerant traffic, and Class II, i.e., delay-tolerant, loss-sensitive traffic. We denote QUO VADIS for Class I traffic using the BT-25UF acoustic transducer (a device to convert acoustic into electrical energy and vice versa – see Fig. 5), for Class I traffic using the ideal omni-directional transducer, for Class II traffic using the BT-25UF transducer, for Class I traffic using the ideal omni-directional transducer, and the solution with no delaying of the transmission as ‘QUO VADIS I’, ‘QUO VADIS I–OMNI’, ‘QUO VADIS II’, ‘QUO VADIS II–OMNI’, and ‘QUO VADIS–ND’, respectively. Also, we denote the RAPID solution with Class I constraints as ‘RAPID I’ and the solution with Class II constraints as ‘RAPID II’. Last, we are interested to see the theoretical performance of our QUO VADIS (denoted by ‘QUO VADIS–THEORY’), i.e., AUVs stay well on the planned trajectory and there is no localization uncertainty.

These existing DTN solutions have been proposed for communications within extreme and performance-challenged environments where continuous e2e connectivity does not hold most of the time [20,21]. Many approaches such as Resource Allocation Protocol for Intentional DTN (RAPID) routing [17], Spray and Wait [19], and MaxProp [18], are solutions mainly for intermittently connected terrestrial networks. RAPID [17] translates the e2e routing metric requirement such as minimizing average delay, minimizing worst-case delay, and maximizing the number of packets delivered before a deadline into per-packet utilities. At a transfer opportunity, it replicates a packet that locally results in the highest increase in utility. To estimate the minimum average delay, worst-case delay or number of packets delivered, the nodes needs to estimate delay distribution among nodes based on the sequence of packet forwarding and number of buffered packets in each node, which may lead to exponential computation complexity (to reduce complexity, exponential distribution is used to approximate the calculation in [17]). Spray and Wait [19] "sprays" a number of copies per packet into the network, and then "waits" until one of these nodes meets the destination. In this way it balances the tradeoff between the energy consumption incurred by flooding-based routing schemes and the delay incurred by spraying only one copy per packet in one transmission. The computation complexity of Spray and Wait is $O(1)$ as it does randomly decide whether to forward packet without using any network information. MaxProp [18] prioritizes both the schedule of packets transmissions and the schedule of packets to be dropped, based on the path likelihoods to peers estimated from historical data and complementary mechanisms including acknowledgments, a head-start for new packets, and lists of previous intermediaries. The computation complexity of MaxProp is $O(N_{node})$ per node per contact, where $N_{node}$ is the number of nodes. It is shown that MaxProp performs better than protocols that know the meeting schedule between peers. These terrestrial DTN solutions may not achieve the optimal performance underwater as the characteristics of underwater communications are not considered. Hence, in the rest of this section, we focus on related solutions for UW-ASNs.

As shown in Figs. 6 and 7, QUO VADIS outperforms RAPID, MaxProp, and Spray and Wait as these solutions transfer packets once the neighbors are in the transmitter's range. They perform well for a scenario where the connectivity is intermittent. However, the performance may not be optimal as in such scenario the link performance may be low. In contrast, by using the notion of external uncertainty, QUO VADIS predicts and waits for the best network configuration, where nodes move closer for the best communications; consequently, both e2e delivery ratio and link bit rate of QUO VADIS are the highest while its energy consumption is minimal. If the prediction is perfect, the performance (QUO VADIS–THEORY) has better performance than non-perfect scenarios. Note that among these 3 DTN solutions, RAPID performs the best: this is because RAPID prioritizes old packets so they will not be dropped. MaxProp gives priority to new packets; older, undelivered packets are dropped in the middle. Spray and Wait works in a similar way, i.e., it does not give priority to older packets. On the other hand, Spray and Wait is slightly better than MaxProp: this is because in our scenario the network connectivity is generally not disrupted.
To see whether QUO VADIS can meet the delay requirement of the delay-tolerant traffic, we plot the e2e delays of these solutions. As shown in Fig. 8(a) and (b), QUO VADIS−ND gives the lowest e2e delay of the non-perfect cases. Compared to QUO VADIS and QUO VADIS−OMNI, QUO VADIS−ND does not wait for the vehicles to move to the optimal configuration, which results in more retransmissions. Still, as the vehicle speed is much lower than the underwater acoustic speed, QUO VADIS−ND needs much less time than QUO VADIS and QUO VADIS−OMNI even though more retransmissions are needed (thus resulting in higher communication delay). Similarly, the huge difference between vehicle and acoustic speed leads to the result that QUO VADIS and QUO VADIS−OMNI need more time than the DTN protocols, especially when the number of vehicles is small (i.e., where average inter-vehicle distance is large). On the other hand, by taking the position uncertainty into account, communications using QUO VADIS−ND are more reliable than those using RAPID, MaxProp or Spray and Wait, so lower e2e delay is incurred. QUO VADIS has lower delay than QUO VADIS−OMNI due to the improvement in communications by exploiting the directional transducer gain. Also, Class II traffic generally suffers from higher e2e delay than Class I due to the need for retransmissions. Finally, note that as the number of gliders increases the delays of QUO VADIS and QUO VADIS−OMNI drop quickly: this is because average inter-vehicle distances become smaller and the number of close neighbors drops quickly: this is because average inter-vehicle distance increases the delays of QUO VADIS and QUO VADIS−OMNI retransmissions. Finally, note that as the number of gliders decreases.
increases, which reduces the need for a glider to wait a long time until a neighbor moves close.

To quantify the networking cost of all these solutions, in Fig. 8(c) we compare their overhead; even though QUO VADIS achieves the best network performance, its overhead is not the highest. The protocols with the higher overhead are in fact RAPID and MaxProp. In order to work, RAPID needs much control information – average size of past transfer opportunities, expected meeting times with nodes, list of packets delivered since last exchange, updated delivery delay estimate based on current buffer state, and information about other packets if modified since last exchange with the peer – which takes a large number of bytes. MaxProp needs to exchange a list of values including probabilities of meeting every other node on each contact, which basically corresponds to gathering global information achievable only through high neighbor discovery overhead. Compared to RAPID and MaxProp, QUO VADIS only needs to exchange the external-uncertainty information of itself and that of the destination node. The Spray and Wait protocol reduces transmission overhead by spreading only a few data packets to the neighbors. The source node then stops forwarding and lets each node carry a copy and perform direct transmissions. In our simulations, we selected the number of copies (sent to neighbors) to be one so to make the comparison fair and keep the overhead low. Last, but not least, we also implemented the dynamic adjustment of update intervals, which is denoted by ‘QUO VADIS–DYN’. Compared with QUO VADIS, by using the external-uncertainty notion the proposed dynamic adjustment algorithm saves a significant amount of overhead. Note that here it is not necessary to differentiate the two classes of traffic as the overhead difference is small.

5.3. Impact on underwater robotics

Our approach brings appreciable benefits also to underwater robotics, where AUVs need to form a team in a specific formation, steer through the 3D region of interest, and take application-dependent measurements such as temperature and salinity. In [6], team formation and steering algorithms relying on underwater acoustic communications are proposed to enable glider swarming that is robust against ocean currents and acoustic channel impairments (e.g., high propagation and transmission delay, and low communication reliability). Given the number of AUVs to form the team and the formation geometry (which depends on the monitoring application), the gliders need to reach their positions in the specified formation; then, once the formation has been formed, they need to move through the region along a predefined trajectory while maintaining the formation. Algorithms for the AUVs to minimize the time to form the specified geometry formation and to steer the team through the 3D underwater area while keeping the team formation are proposed in [6] (Fig. 2(b)); without considering position uncertainty, vehicle collision is simply defined deterministically to occur when the inter-vehicle distance is below a predefined threshold. Conversely, using our external-uncertainty notion, we can improve the collision avoidance algorithms by adopting a probabilistic approach, i.e., we require the probability of two vehicles having a distance below a threshold be less than a given probability. This can make collision avoidance algorithms more robust in the underwater environment where position information is not accurate.

We implement the team formation and steering algorithms proposed in [6] for a simulated 10-h long mission where the team moves in a lawn-mower style to scan an area, as shown in Fig. 9(a). During the mission, the AUVs are required to form horizontal formations, as shown in Fig. 9(b), where ‘L’, ‘T’, and ‘Q’ denote ‘Linear’, ‘Triangular’, and ‘Quadrangular’ formations, respectively, and the number following these letters represents the number of AUVs in use. The closest inter-vehicle distance is set as 200 m. Two AUVs are defined to collide if the probability of their distance being within 10 m is greater than 0.1. We further assume that the displacement of the vehicles is incurred by random horizontal currents whose speeds follow the 2D Gaussian distribution \( \mathcal{N}(0, \sigma_0^2 I_2) \), where \( \sigma_0 = 0.05 \text{ m/s} \) and \( I_2 \) is the \( 2 \times 2 \) identity matrix. The number of collisions are counted and plotted in Fig. 9(c). We can see that the external-uncertainty-aware algorithms can effectively reduce the number of vehicle collisions, and the higher the number of vehicles used, the more collisions the external-uncertainty-aware algorithms can prevent. Here, ‘Glider w/o EU’, ‘Glider w/ EU’, ‘PDV w/o EU’, and ‘PDV w/o EU’ denote algorithms used for a team of gliders using the above external-uncertainty-aware constraints, a team

![Fig. 9. Impact on underwater robotics: simulation scenario and results for different vehicle geometry formations.](image-url)
of gliders not using the above external-uncertainty-aware constraints, a team of PDVs using the above external-uncertainty-aware constraints, and a team of PDVs not using the above external-uncertainty-aware constraints, respectively.

6. Conclusion and future work

We defined two forms of position uncertainty for autonomous underwater vehicles – internal and external (depending on the view of the vehicles). We introduced a statistical model for internal-uncertainty estimation that works with any underwater localization scheme; based on this model, we designed an Unscented Kalman Filter to estimate the external uncertainty, and showed its effectiveness on several location-sensitive applications ranging from underwater acoustic communication and localization to distributed robotics and data processing/visualization. As future work, we plan to implement these solutions on underwater acoustic modems and field test them on a small fleet of autonomous vehicles performing adaptive sampling.
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